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1. Introduction

Estimation of the heat transfer degradation effected by Magneto-Hydro-Dynamics (MHD) forces is one of the key issues of the fusion reactor designs utilized molten salt coolant. FLiBe which is the molten salt mixture of LiF and BeF, is one of the coolant candidates in the first wall and blanket of the fusion reactors, and has several advantages which are little MHD pressure loss, good chemical stability, less solubility of tritium and so on. In contrast, heat transfer degradation for the high Prandtl number, \( \text{Pr} = \frac{\nu}{\alpha} \), Prandtl number, \( \nu \) is the kinetic viscosity, \( \alpha \) is the thermal diffusivity) characteristics caused by the low thermal diffusivity and high viscosity (Sagara et al, 1995), was one of the issues of concern. MHD turbulent wall-bounded flows have been investigated extensively by both experimental and numerical studies (Blum, 1967, Reed & Lykoudis, 1978, Simomura, 1991, Lee & Choi, 2001, Satake et al., 2006, Boeck et al, 2007, etc.) and much important information such as the drag reduction, the turbulent modulation, similarity of velocity profile, and heat transfer have been obtained. On the other hands, MHD turbulent heat transfer in a high-Pr fluid has not been understood well. The previous experimental and direct numerical simulation (DNS) studies still have conducted for Prandtl number up to \( \text{Pr}=5.7 \). Therefore, the knowledge of the MHD heat transfer on higher-Pr fluids such as FLiBe (\( \text{Pr}=20-40 \)), is highly demanded to verify and validate the MHD turbulent heat transfer models for the fusion reactor designs. The objective of this study is to perform a direct numerical simulation of MHD turbulent channel flow for Prandtl number up to \( \text{Pr}=25 \), where all essential scales of turbulence are resolved. In this study, we report that the MHD turbulent heat transfer characteristics in \( \text{Pr}=25 \) for the first time and discuss that the MHD pressure loss and heat transfer degradation under the wide-range \( \text{Pr} \) conditions. The obtained database is of considerable value for the quantitative and qualitative studies of the MHD turbulent heat transfer models for the blanket design of a fusion reactor.

2. Target flow field and flow condition

The flow geometry and the coordinate system are shown in figure 1. The target flow fields are the 2-D fully-developed turbulent channel flows imposed wall-normal magnetic field
and the streamwise and spanwise computational periods \((L_x \text{ and } L_z)\) are chosen to be \(8h\) and \(4h\), where \(h = \frac{L_y}{2}\) denotes channel half height.

![Flow geometry and coordinate system](image)

Fig. 1. Flow geometry and coordinate system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(\text{Re}_t)</th>
<th>(\text{Ha})</th>
<th>(\text{Pr})</th>
<th>Grid number (N_x,N_y,N_z)</th>
<th>Resolution (\Delta x^+ , \Delta y^+ , \Delta z^+) (temperature)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CASE1 (Lithium)</td>
<td>0,8,10,12</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td></td>
<td>72,182,72</td>
<td>16.7, 0.25-2.0, 8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE2 (KOH)</td>
<td>0,6,8,10,12</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>432,182,216</td>
<td>2.8, 0.25-2.0, 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE2' (fine grid)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>648,370,324</td>
<td>1.9, 0.05-1.0, 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE3 (FLiBe)</td>
<td>0,8,10,12</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>72,370,72 (320,370,160)</td>
<td>16.7, 0.05-1.0, 8.3 (3.8, 0.05-1.0, 3.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE3' (fine grid)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>648,370,324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Numerical condition

Duo to the limitation of our utilizable computational resources, turbulent Reynolds number \((\text{Re}_t = \frac{u_t h}{\nu}, \ u_t: \text{friction velocity})\) was limited to 150, and three thermal properties of the Lithium \((\text{Pr}=0.025)\), KOH solution \((\text{Pr}=5.7)\), and FLiBe \((\text{Pr}=25)\) were covered. The KOH solution was used as the FLiBe simulant fluid in the previous experimental study (Yokomine et al., 2007) and the Lithium is a typical liquid metal coolant in a blanket of fusion reactors. To maintain the fully-developed turbulent status, Hartman number \((\text{Ha}=B_y 2h(\sigma / \rho \nu)^{1/2}, \ B_y: \text{wall-normal magnetic flux density, } \sigma \text{ electrical conductivity, } \rho : \text{density})\) was also limited around 12 in \(\text{Re}_t = 150\) (Lee & Choi, 2001, Yamamoto et al., 2008).

Numerical conditions are tableted in Table 1. Here, \(N_x(\Delta x), N_y(\Delta y), \text{ and } N_z(\Delta z)\) are the grid numbers (resolutions) in the streamwise, vertical, and spanwise directions, respectively. The super-script + denotes the nondimensional quantities normalized by the friction velocity, friction temperature and the kinematic viscosity. \(M_x\) and \(M_z\) are also the grid numbers in a horizontal direction temperature as mentioned 3.2, in case of adapting a different grid resolution for the flow and for the temperature field. In a wall-normal direction, the grid resolution resolved the Batchelor scale is ensured for all cases.
3. Numerical procedures

3.1 Governing equation and boundary condition

Governing equations of the present DNS are the continuity equation (1), the momentum equations (2) with the electric field described using the electrical potential approach (Simomura, 1991), Poisson equation (3) of the electrical potential, and the energy equation (4).

\[
\frac{\partial u_i^*}{\partial x_i} = 0, \quad (1)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial u_i^*}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial u_i^* u_j^*}{\partial x_j} = \frac{F_i}{\rho} - \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i}(\frac{\sigma}{\rho} \frac{\partial^2 u_i^*}{\partial x_j \partial x_j}) + \nu \frac{\partial^2 u_i^*}{\partial x_j \partial x_j} + \frac{\sigma}{\rho} B_{ijk} \left( -\frac{\partial \phi^*}{\partial x_j} + \epsilon_{ijk} u_i^* B_k \right), \quad (2)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 \phi^*}{\partial x_i \partial x_i} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left( \epsilon_{ijk} u_j^* B_k \right), \quad (3)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \theta^*}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial \theta^* u_j^*}{\partial x_j} = \alpha \frac{\partial^2 \theta^*}{\partial x_j \partial x_j}, \quad (4)
\]

Here \( u_i \) and \( x_i \) are the streamwise \((i=1)\), the vertical \((i=2)\) and the spanwise \((i=3)\) velocity and direction, respectively. \( t \) is time, \( F_i \) is the \( i \)-th competent mean pressure gradient, \( p \) is the pressure, \( \phi \) is the electric potential, \( B_i=(0, B_y,0) \) is the Magnetic flux density, and \( \theta \) is the temperature. Super script * denotes instantaneous value and \( \delta_{ij} \), \( \epsilon_{ijk} \) \((i,j,k=1-3)\) is the Kronecker delta and the Levi-Civita symbol, respectively.

Non-slip and periodic conditions are imposed for the boundary conditions of velocities and the constant temperature at top and bottom boundaries \((\theta_{\text{top}} > \theta_{\text{bottom}}, \theta_{\text{top}}: \text{top wall temperature}, \ \theta_{\text{bottom}}: \text{bottom wall temperature})\), and the periodic conditions are imposed for the temperature field. In this study, temperature transport is treated as a passive scalar. The non-conducting conditions of the electric potential are applied to all walls and the periodic condition imposed on the horizontal directions. Total electric current in the spanwise flow domain is kept zero.

3.2 Numerical procedures

A hybrid Fourier spectral and the second-order central differencing method (Yamamoto et al, 2009) is used for the computations. The spectral method is used to compute the spatial discretization in the stream \((x)\) and spanwise \((z)\) directions. Nonlinear terms are computed with 1.5 times finer grids in horizontal \((x \text{ and } z)\) directions to remove the aliasing errors (Padding method). The derivative in the wall normal \((y)\) direction is computed by a second-order finite difference scheme at the staggered grid arrangement (Satake et al, 2006). Time integration methods of the governing equations are the 3rd-order Runge-Kutta scheme for the convection terms, the Crank-Nicolson scheme for the viscous terms and the Euler Implicit scheme for the pressure terms, respectively. The Helmholtz equation for the viscous (diffusion) terms and the Poisson equations of the pressure and the electrical potential are solved by a Tri-Diagonal Matrix Algorithm, TDMA in Fourier space.

In DNS of the flow field, the Kolmogorov length scale has to be resolved. On the other hands, the length scales of the high-Pr temperature field are smaller than the smallest length scales of the velocity fields (Batchelor, 1959). To reduce the numerical costs in DNS of the
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high-Pr fluids, a different number of grid resolutions in the horizontal direction for velocity and temperature fields is adapted. In computing the temperature convection terms in (4) pseudo-spectrally, the grid points of velocities were expanded to the same grid points of the high-Pr temperature, as follow,

\[
\Phi(k_x, y, k_z) = \begin{cases} 
\Phi(k_x, y, k_z) |k_x| \leq \pi N_x / L_x, |k_z| \leq \pi N_z / L_z & \text{otherwise} \\
\Phi(k_x, y, k_z) |k_x| \leq \pi M_x / L_x, |k_z| \leq \pi M_z / L_z.
\end{cases}
\]

(5)

Here, \( \Phi \) denotes the velocities in Fourier space, \( k_x \) and \( k_z \) are the wavenumbers in the streamwise and spanwise directions, respectively. The phase-shift method (Patterson & Orszag, 1971) is used to remove the aliasing errors derived from the temperature convection terms. As a consequence, the grid size corresponded to the Batchelor length scale is retained for \( \text{Pr}=25 \).

Present DNS were calculated by using the T2K Open Supercomputer at Kyoto University. Elapsed time per one time step was about 1.2 [s] when using 8nodes (128cores) in CASE3.

4. Validation of present DNS

At the beginning of this study, we demonstrate the adequacy of the present DNS.

Figures 2 shows the turbulent intensities and the streamwise energy spectra at the channel center in \( \text{Ha}=0, 8, \) and 12. As well as the previous study (Lee & Choi, 2001), turbulent intensity was suppressed with increase of \( \text{Ha} \) as shown in Fig. 2-(a). Figure 2-(b) gives evidence that turbulent suppression effects can be remarkable in the high wave-numbers turbulence. It is clear that the effects of the grid dependency would be the biggest in \( \text{Ha}=0 \). Therefore, the convergences of the grid tendency were investigated in \( \text{Ha}=0 \), by using the DNS data fully-resolved the Batchelor length scale for \( \text{Pr}=5 \) or 25 in \( \text{Ha}=0 \) as tabled CASE2′ and CASE3′ in Table 1.

4.1 Medium high-Pr case

According to Na & Hanratty, 2000, the use of a higher resolution in horizontal direction does not produce significant changes to the first-order statistics from \( \text{Pr}=1 \) to 10.
study, we investigated the grid dependency effects on the higher-order statistics such as the energy dissipation ($=\varepsilon$) and temperature energy dissipation ($=\varepsilon_\theta$).

Fig. 3. Grid dependency on high-order statistics in medium high-Pr fluid

Figures 3 show the energy dissipation and temperature energy dissipation for $Pr=5$ with change of the horizontal resolutions. The required horizontal resolution for the reproducitively of the energy dissipation and temperature dissipation, was estimated as $\Delta x^*=16.7$, and $\Delta z^*=8.3$ in this medium high-Pr fluid.

4.2 High-Pr case

For $Pr=25$, DNS in $Re_*=180$ were conducted by means of a hierarchical algorithm in which only the scalar fields were solved on the grid dictated by the Batchelor scale (Schwertfirm & Manhart, 2007). However, the validation by using the different resolution for flow and high-Pr temperature field has not been reviewed yet. In this study, the adequacy of DNS by using a different resolution for flow and high-Pr temperature field is verified compared with DNS data fully-resolved the Batchelor length scale in the same grid size for flow and temperature.

Fig. 4. Flow visualization, CASE3, $Ha=0$, $Pr=25$, $y^*=149$. (a) streamwise turbulent velocity, -2 (black) $< u^* <$ 2.0 (white), (b) turbulent temperature (coarse grid), -0.15 (black) $< \theta^*/\Delta\theta < $0.15 (white) (c) turbulent temperature (fine grid), -0.15 (black) $< \theta^*/\Delta\theta < $0.15 (white)

Figure 4 shows the flow visualization in results of $Ha=0$, $Pr=25$. In this case, 72x72 grids for flow (in Fig.4-(a)), 72x72 grids for the temperature filed (in Fig.4-(b)) and 320x160 grids for the temperature field (in Fig.4-(c)), were used in horizontal directions, respectively. Despites
of the high wave-number flow fluctuations, the high wave-number temperature fluctuation can be computed as shown in Fig.4-(c).

Figure 5-(a) shows the temperature energy dissipation for Pr=25 with change of the horizontal resolutions. The required horizontal resolution for the reproducitively of the temperature dissipation, was estimated as $\Delta x^+=8.3$, and $\Delta z^+=4.2$. This grid resolution is equivalent to twice as high for Pr=5; it is proportional to square root of the Pr ratio $(=25/5)^{1/2}$. The effects of using the different resolution for flow and temperature cannot be found even in the temperature energy dissipation.

Figure 5-(b) shows the streamwise energy spectra near channel center for Pr=25. Compared with CASE3 and CASE3', there is ninefold grid resolution in flow, but the variance of the spectra profile cannot be observed in this high-Pr temperature field. This indicates that the high wave-number velocity fluctuations less than the Kolmogorov scale can be ignored in a high-Pr passive scalar transport. As a consequence, we verify the adequacy of DNS by using the different resolution for flow and high-Pr temperature field and numerical cost in DNS of high-Pr fluids can be substantially reduced.

![Fig. 5. Grid dependency and validation of different grid resolution for flow and high-Pr temperature field. (a) Temperature dissipation, (b) Streamwise energy spectra, streamwise velocity and temperature](image)

### 5. MHD pressure loss and heat transfer

In this study, the friction drag coefficient ($C_f$) and Nusselt number ($Nu$) at the wall were expressed by

\[
C_f = 2u_\tau^2 / U_b^2, \quad (6)
\]
\[
Nu = 2h(d\Theta/dy)_{wall} / \Delta \theta. \quad (7)
\]

Here, $U_b$ and $(d\Theta/dy)_{wall}$ denotes the bulk mean velocity and mean temperature gradient at the wall.

Figure 6-(a) shows the friction drag coefficient as a function of the interaction parameter $N$ ($=Ha^2/Re_b Re_c$: Bulk Reynolds number=$U_b2h/\nu$), where the friction drag coefficients were normalized by that in $Ha=0$. The friction drag coefficients were monotonically decreased...
with increase of $Ha$; MHD pressure loss is less than the turbulent drag reduction effected by MHD. Therefore, all MHD cases of this study might be considered in a turbulent-laminar transition status. We need the DNS data in more higher Re to discuss the general relationships between MHD pressure loss and MHD turbulent drag reduction in turbulent condition.

Figure 6-(b) shows the Nusselt number as a function of $N$, where the Nusselt number were also normalized by that in $Ha=0$. Maximum heat transfer degradation in the low-Pr fluid was no more than 5% of the non-MHD condition. The usability of a low-Pr fluid was no doubt about heat transfer, however, $Ha$ of Lithium was 700 times as large as one of FLiBe in the same Reynolds number (Re) and magnetic flux density ($B_y$) conditions.

On the other hands, heat transfer degradation in the high-Pr fluids ($Pr=5.7$ and $25$) reached up to 30% without depending on $Pr$. This indicated that similarity of heat transfer degradation in high-Pr MHD flows might be existed.

Figure 7 shows the thermal viscosity thickness ($\delta$) and Nusselt number as a function of $Ha$ in the high-Pr fluids, where thermal viscosity thickness was defined as
Thermal viscosity thickness was normalized by those in Ha=0. Heat transfer degradation was strongly correlated with change of the thermal viscosity thickness without depending on Pr.

6. Turbulence statistics

Figure 8 shows the profiles of temperature turbulent intensities for Pr=5.7 and 25. With increase of Ha, the peak position of turbulent intensity was shifted to the channel center side and the scale of it was decreased in both cases. In either case, the peak position was located below the wall-normal height $y^+=15$; thermal boundary layers for Pr=5.7 and 25 were thinner than the velocity boundary layer in the present MHD conditions.

![Fig. 8. Turbulent temperature profiles](image1)

![Fig. 9. Budget of turbulent temperature energy](image2)

$\delta = y^+ \Theta^+ = 0.99Pry^+$. (8)
Figures 9 and 10 show the budget of turbulent temperature energy ($K_\theta$) and wall-normal turbulent heat flux ($v\theta$) for $Pr=25$, $Ha=0$ and 12. Transport equations (9) and (10) of turbulent temperature energy and wall-normal turbulent heat flux are expressed by

\[
0 = -\frac{\bar{\varepsilon}}{\nu}\frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial y} - \frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial \bar{\theta} \bar{v}}{\partial y} + \alpha - \frac{\partial^2 K_\theta}{\partial y^2} - \alpha \left(\frac{\partial \bar{\theta}}{\partial x_j}\right)^2, \tag{9}
\]

\[
0 = -\frac{\bar{\varepsilon}}{\nu}\frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial \bar{\theta} \bar{v}}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left(\nu \frac{\partial \bar{v}}{\partial y} + \alpha \frac{\partial \bar{\theta}}{\partial y}\right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left(p \frac{\partial \bar{\theta}}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial p \bar{\theta}}{\partial y}\right) - (\nu + \alpha) \frac{\partial \bar{\theta}}{\partial x_j} \frac{\partial \bar{\theta}}{\partial x_j}. \tag{10}
\]

Here, over bar denotes quantities estimated by ensemble average. In Fig. 9-(a), around the thermal buffer region ($y^*=5$), both diffusion terms of turbulent and viscous exceeded dissipation ($\varepsilon_\theta$) term. Predominance of the diffusion terms in the high-Pr fluids ($Pr>10$) was confirmed in the previous DNS (Schwertfirm & Manhart, 2007). In $Ha=12$, predominance of diffusion terms was observed more clearly as shown in Fig. 9-(b). As well as turbulent temperature energy, turbulent diffusion term in Fig. 10-(b) was dominant at $y^*=15-30$ in $Ha=12$, however, the predominance of viscous diffusion term was indistinct. Compared with no-MHD case in Fig. 9-(a), the damping of turbulent diffusion term was small but the others were suppressed by the MHD effects; effects of turbulent diffusion on the MHD heat transfer were relatively larger with increase of $Ha$. These indicate that a sensitive model of the turbulent diffusion would be required in the prediction of MHD heat transfer in high-Pr fluids.

Figure 11 shows the turbulent Prandtl number ($Pr_T$) profiles for $Pr=5.7$ and 25. Turbulent Prandtl number was defined as

\[
Pr_T = \frac{\bar{u} \bar{v}}{\bar{v} \theta}. \tag{11}
\]
Na & Hanratty, 2000 and Schwertfirm & Manhart, 2007 pointed out that turbulent Prandtl number close to the wall increases with increase of Pr. The turbulent Prandtl number profiles in the non-MHD case were good agreements with the results of Schwertfirm & Manhart, 2007, however, profiles in MHD case was decreased close to the wall for Pr=5.7 and 25 with increase of Ha. In Ha=12, the values of the turbulent Prandtl number in the vicinity of the wall fell into 1 for Pr=5.7 and 25. It was suggested that there was no MHD terms in balance of the heat transfer equation; turbulent effect on heat transfer might exceed that on momentum transfer as the limiting case of a turbulent-laminar transition status in Ha=12.

Figure 12 shows the time scale ratio for Pr=5.7 and 25. In non-MHD flow, time scale ratio had the weak peak at the buffer region for Pr=25 and 49 (Schwertfirm & Manhart, 2007 pointed out that). Time scale ratio profiles in MHD cases clearly had the peak in increase of Ha for Pr=5.7 and 25. At the buffer region, MHD effects on heat transfer might to be corresponded to the heat transfer in a higher-Pr fluid as shown in Figs. 9 and 12. However, these close to the wall might act on like a lower-Pr fluid as shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Turbulent Prandtl number profiles

Fig. 12. Time scale ratio profiles
Since both turbulent Prandtl number and time scale ratio were one of the dominant parameters in turbulent heat transfer modeling, change of profiles in increase of Ha might be caused the aggravation of the prediction accuracy.

7. Conclusion

In this study, direct numerical simulation of MHD turbulent channel flow for Prandtl number up to Pr=25 were performed. The adequacy of the present DNS data was verified by comparison with the DNS data fully-resolved the Batchelor length scale. As the results, the MHD turbulent heat transfer characteristics in Pr=25 were reported for the first time. Maximum heat transfer degradation in the low-Pr fluid was no more than 5% of the non-MHD condition. On the other hands, heat transfer degradation in the high-Pr fluids (Pr=5.7 and 25) reached up to 30%. The similarity of heat transfer degradation in high-Pr MHD flows seemed be existed.

On the MHD heat transfer in high-Pr fluids, effects of turbulent diffusion were relatively larger. Turbulent Prandtl number and time scale ratio were considerably changed with increase of Ha.

The scaling of MHD heat transfer in high-Pr fluids was not understood yet. For the high-Ha and Re condition (Ha>5, Re>250), Boeck et al. 2007 reported the similarity of MHD mean velocity profiles on the parameter R (Hartmann Reynolds number). To discuss the scaling of MHD heat transfer, we need DNS data of higher-Re and Ha conditions. In such cases, present DNS procedure by using a different resolution for flow and high-Pr temperature field will demonstrate a great advantage.
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